We study a demand response (DR) problem from utility (also referred to as operator)'s perspective with realistic settings, in which the utility faces uncertainty and limited communication. Specifically, the utility does not know the cost function of consumers and cannot have multiple rounds of information exchange with consumers. We formulate an optimization problem for the utility to minimize its operational cost considering time-varying DR targets and responses of consumers. We develop a joint online learning and pricing algorithm. In each time slot, the utility sends out a price signal to all consumers and estimates the cost functions of consumers based on their noisy responses. We measure the performance of our algorithm using regret analysis and show that our online algorithm achieves logarithmic regret with respect to the operating horizon. In addition, our algorithm employs linear regression to estimate the aggregate response of consumers, making it easy to implement in practice. Simulation experiments validate the theoretic results and show that the performance gap between our algorithm and the offline optimality decays quickly.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HIS paper considers an important problem in demand response programs. Demand response (DR) is a popular mechanism used by utilities to modify the electricity consumption of consumers and has been extensively studied by the community in recent years (see [1] , [2] and the references within). When a utility (also referred to as operator) engages its customer in demand response, it typically sends out a signal-for example, price [3] , incentives [4] , or even text messages [5] to elicit changes in electricity consumption.
In practice, the utility faces two key challenges in these type of programs. 1 The first is uncertainty, where utilities often do not know the exact response of the customers to the signals. Secondly, utilities often have specific demand response targets at a particular time. For example, if utility wishes to reduce the demand of a residential area by 100 KW, it is suboptimal to receive either 50 KW or 200 KW from a DR call. Thus DR programs are faced with the fundamental problem of optimizing the responses under uncertainty about its customers. In this paper, we address this problem by designing optimal algorithms that can optimize and learn simultaneously.
The problem of private customer information is not new in demand response. A standard approach to address this challenge is to adopt a "negotiation" process between the customers and the utility. For example, at time t, suppose the utility wishes to elicit some change from the customers but do not know their individual cost functions. By repeatedly probing the customer with different prices, the optimal price-i.e., same price as if the utility had full informationcan be agreed upon as long as the cost functions satisfy some technical constraints [7] . However, in practice, this strategy may be difficult to implement in some settings. Firstly, some systems still lack real-time two-way communication between customers and utilities, which makes multiple rounds of information exchange in a short time difficult. Secondly, many customers do not actively engage in the process and tend to change their consumption just based on the first price they observe. For example, many companies use text-based notifications [5] , [8] , and it is unrealistic to assume customers would manually negotiate with the companies. In this paper, we move away from this setting by assuming that at any time t, a customer changes its consumption after it receives a price and does not undergo a negotiation process. Therefore any information the utility learns from the price and customers' responses at time t will only be useful the next time demand response is called. Thus some loss relative to the case where the utility has full information, or regret, is inevitable. Our contribution is in describing an algorithm that minimizes the regret.
Specifically, we consider the following optimization problem. An utility has a time-varying demand response target at each time t and manages N users. Each of the users has a quadratic cost function that is not known to the utility. To achieve its desired target, the utility sends out a price signal to the users. Interpreting this price as payment, the users solve an optimization problem to determine their changes in demand. The utility observes the response of the customers. The two key difficulties of the problem are: 1) the utility commits to the price at the beginning of a time slot and can only use its observations for the next time; and 2) the demand response target changes throughout time. Therefore the price must be determined in an online fashion, optimized using historical prices and responses.
To measure the performance of an online problem, we adopt the standard metric of regret, which measures the difference between the performance of the online scheme and the performance of an optimal offline scheme that has the full information. Normally regret is reported as the sum of the differences between the online and offline versions as a function of the total number of time steps T. A regret sublinear in T is consider to be a "good" regret, since a trivial online algorithm has regret that is proportional to T. In a seminal work, Lai and Robbins [9] showed that under broad conditions, no online algorithm can achieve a better regret than log(T). In this paper, we present an algorithm that meets this lower bound. Throughout the paper, we assume that the utility has a quadratic penalty if it receives a different demand response amount than its target and each user has a convex quadratic cost function. We do not explicitly model power flow, and view the aggregate demand response received by the utility as the sum of the response of each user. We believe losses can be include into the framework by accounting for the topology of the power network.
A. Literature Review
Demand response was first proposed as a load control mechanism and gained popularity in both academia and industry in the past decade because of the advancement of smartgrid [1] , [2] , [10] . The setting of where utility does not have (or only has partial) customer information was considered by Li et al. [7] , Saad et al. [11] , and Vardakas et al. [12] . Most of these studies assumed that the utility and users conduct a negotiation process before committing to a decision. This process is typically modeled as implementing a distributed optimization algorithm [13] - [15] .
Recently, a series of papers investigated the setting where the utility must commit to its decision under uncertainty about its users. Zhang et al. [16] considered using reinforcement learning to learn the home appliances of a single household, and the related work of designing an automated system in [17] include energy scheduling under uncertainty in price. Xu et al. [18] considered a data-driven approach to learn customer behavior using historical consumption profile. Baltaoglu et al. [19] considered a two-stage market where the demand is modeled by a Markov jump process. Our work differs from these in that we focus on the problem from the utility's point of view, focus on the uncertainty in the response of the customers, and do not require extensive data on historical consumption profiles. The work in [20] is closest to our model, although under a different setup where the authors consider risk in learning and not directly focused on cost of the utility.
B. Contribution of This Paper
We state the main contributions of this paper as the following:
• We formulate a framework that models the practical situation where utility calls on demand response under time-varying demand response requirements without full information about its customers. • We propose an online algorithm that achieves the optimal regret of log(T), where T is the total number of time periods. This algorithm leverages the fact that the utility only needs to know the aggregate response of it's customers, making the learning process scalable. We validate this property via both theoretic analysis and simulations. • The algorithm employs standard least square estimation techniques to find the correct price, makes it simple to apply in practice. The standard estimation technique exhibits fast convergence under various scenarios. In addition, our analysis clearly illustrates the impact of uncertainty about customers cost functions on the regret. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We formulate the demand response optimization problem from the operator's perspective and state the main results in Section II. We then analyze the offline optimal solution in Section III. In Section IV, we design the online learning algorithm using linear regression to estimate the unknown parameters of users and show that the algorithms achieve performance of log(T)regret. Numerical results are presented in Section V. Finally, we conclude our work in Section VI.
II. MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider a demand response system shown in Fig. 1 . An utility coordinates a set of users i = 1, . . . , N to provide demand response service to the power grid over a time horizon t = 1, . . . , T. At time t, the utility broadcasts a price λ t to all users, and each user i responds to the price and changes its consumption by some amount. We assume that there are no iterative communications between users and the utility in a single time period. That is, a user responds at the time he/she receives the price signal without any negotiations. In the following, we will present the models for both utility and users and formulate the demand response optimization problem and its offline optimal solution.
A. Utility Cost Model
The utility aggregates power consumption changes from all the users to provide demand response service to the power grid [7] . The utility seeks to minimize its cost or maximize its profits by calling a certain amount of demand responses from users. We assume that the power grid specifies a normalized amount of demand reduction denoted as d t at the beginning of time slot t. The utility determines its capacity of demand response Y and provides a response of Yd t . We assume that the utility receives revenue proportional to a price α. The capacity Y captures size of the utility, that is, the number of customers an utility can call to provide demand response. However, if the actual aggregated demand reduction deviates from the committed reduction Yd t , the utility will suffer a penalty as its cost. Let x t i denote the response of user i at time t. Then the utility's profit in time slot t is modeled as
(1)
The first term αY is the revenue from providing demand reduction at capacity Y. where α is the unit price of a standardized size of demand reduction (denoted by d t ) and Y is a scaling factor showing how many standardized demand reduction the utility provides. The second term is the penalty of deviation between actual aggregated demand reduction N i=1 x t i from the committed reduction Yd t .
B. User Model
We model users' response to the broadcasted price as solving an optimization problem to balance their reward from responding with respect to their cost functions [2] , [7] . Here we consider the following quadratic cost function u i (·) for user i:
where x t i is user i's response in consumption at time t. Note that both β i and α i are unknown parameters to the utility. The price signal serves as a reward to users for their consumption reduction. Specifically, for those users who adjust their consumption by x t i , they will receive payment λ t x t i from the utility in time slot t, where λ t is the price in unit consumption. Since users aim to minimize their net cost from reducing consumption, we have the cost minimization problem for each user i:
Note that this optimization problem is operationally the same as min
This is in accordance with the optimization that is introduced later in Section II-C, when the costs are divided by N. To be consistent, we refer to λ t as the price signal that stimulates consumption.
In practice, there is always some noise associated with the response of users. For example, users (or more likely their home management systems) can relax the temperature tolerance of their homes, but the actual power consumption reduction would be somewhat random [21] . Therefore, we assume that the actual response of the users is a noisy version of the optimal solution to (3). Then user i's consumption change is given byx
where t i is the noise in observation and is independent and identically distributed. We assume the noise is Gaussian in this paper, although the results extend to other types of noises.
C. Problem Formulation
The operator aims to minimize the following expected average cost over the time horizon:
where the expectation is taken over the noise t i in user's response. The cost function C(x t , Y) involves two terms: the quadratic cost of users' response in consumption, i.e.,x t , and the cost of mismatch between the sum of user consumption and the target consumption. Here,x t is a vector storing each user's consumptionx t i at time t. The last term αYT N is the revenue of the utility. The utility determines the optimal capacity of demand response Y at the beginning of the time horizon, and the optimal responses x t i 's are determined in every time period. Since λ t uniquely determines the responses (up to the random noises), we sometimes write them asx t i (λ t ). The optimization problem (5) is not difficult to solve if β i and α i are known to the utility. It suffices to solve a convex quadratic programming in a centralized manner. Alternatively, if the users can iteratively communicate with the utility in a time step, a decentralized algorithm can also be deployed. However, utilities generally do not have information about the cost coefficients of the users [22] , [23] , and often do not engage in multi-round communication with users [20] . In the next section, we present the main results of this paper, which describes how (5) can be solved when the utility needs to learn and optimize demand response of users in an online fashion.
D. Online Algorithm and Regret
When the utility does not know the parameters of the cost function and wants to solve the optimization problem in (5) , it needs to solve two problems at the same time: 1) learn the cost function, and 2) design proper price signals to obtain desired aggregated responses from end users. These two problems are solved in an online fashion, where the utility determines current price λ t based on partial information, i.e., the past sequence of prices {λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ t−1 }, and the past responses from users
The online strategy is a policy that maps the history obser-
is called a policy, or more specifically, an online learning algorithm that uses information from the past to make sequential decisions without knowing the future information. The main result is that there is an online policy that will eventually find the correct price, with a small regret. We adopt the notion of regret to evaluate the performance of an online pricing strategy λ t . Regret is widely used in literature to evaluate an online decision process, for example in online convex problems [24] and in multi-arm bandit problems [25] . In this paper, it is defined as the expected difference between the costs obtained by the online strategy with unknown α i and β i , and the optimal solution of when all parameters are known in advance. More specifically, regret R over horizon 1, 2, . . . , T is defined as:
where Y is the capacity predetermined beforehand for the demand response program. The expectation is taken over the randomness fromx t (λ t ), when users' consumption is noisy. In addition, λ * t is the optimal reward signal if given full information (values of α i , β i ), and λ t is the online pricing signal obtained from online strategy. We stack all users' response x t i as a vectorx t (λ t ) at time t stimulated with price λ t . The regret can be decomposed as across each time period as:
E. Summary of Main Results
We now state the main theorem in this paper, that quantifies the performance of the online strategy. The details of the learning strategy are illustrated in Section IV.
The main theorem of this paper is as follows. Theorem 1: There is an algorithm where the gap R t between online strategy and optimal offline solution decays as 1/t and the algorithm achieves log T-regret.
Theorem 1 states that the gap R t is diminishing with time t and has a rate 1 t , as shown in Fig. 2 . This gives an overall regret in the order of log(T) over at total of T time periods. This is actually the best one can hope for, because of a celebrate result in online optimization that states no online algorithm can do better [9] .
In Section IV, we aim to find an algorithm such that this bound of the regret is achieved. The existence of such an algorithm validates the statement in Theorem 1, and the proof on the convergence of the algorithm is left to the appendices for interested readers.
III. OFFLINE OPTIMAL SOLUTION
In this section, we characterize the offline optimal solution, which provides insights for designing the online strategy in Section IV.
Suppose that the utility knows the value of α i and β i of all users. To solve (5), we start by solving the inner minimization problem, assuming that the optimal capacity Y * has been determined beforehand. Then we solve the following problem to derive the optimal demand response of all the users i = 1, 2, . . . , N over time slots t = 1, 2, .., T, with Y * as a parameter:
Since Y * is a predefined scaling factor, each time period is decoupled. The optimal scheduling for each user i at each time t is computed as the solution from (8):
where we used the fact that the noise is zero mean and independent to everything [26] .
In the online setting, the utility can only influence the users through a price. Therefore here we look at the price signals that would realize the desired changes in (9) . To design this price, we introduce an ancillary variable Q t , which is the sum of responses from users into problem in (8):
The problem in (10) is a constrained convex problem [27] that solves exactly the same problem as presented in (8) . We introduce a dual variable λ t for the equality constraint Q t − i∈N x t i = 0 and use KKT conditions [27] to solve the optimal solution in a closed form as:
and
where λ * t is the optimal value of the dual variable associated with the equality constraint in (10) and can be interpreted as optimal price incentive that the utility needs to incentivize users to achieve the optimal consumption change as in centralized control in (8) . Note that since each cost term in (8) is divided by a factor of N, λ t and λ t (defined in (3)) differs with a scaling factor of 1 N as well. After solving the optimal demand change of users x * = {x t, * i , ∀i, ∀t}, we substitute the optimal solution obtained in (9) as a function of Y into (8) and solve the optimal solution for Y * as
which depicts the optimal "capacity" in demand reduction during demand response programs.
IV. ONLINE STRATEGY AND REGRET ANALYSIS
Now we proceed to design an optimal online pricing strategy that achieves the regret as mentioned in Theorem 1, given that the parameters are not unknown to the utility. There are two questions: 1) does the utility need to estimate each individual α i and β i to design such a price, and 2) does the noisy observation from the users' consumption data affect the estimating procedure.
First, given full information, the optimal price signal presented in (12) only involves the terms i 1 β i and i α i β i , given that Y * is set to some predefined value. This suggests that if α i and β i are not known to the utility, only those two aggregated terms i 1 β i and i α i β i need to be computed. The dimension of the parameter space reduces from 2N to 2, which reduces the information needed to compute the online price. More specifically, it is sufficient for the utility to observe the aggregated consumption:
where we restate that λ t is the designed price signal at time t that is based on past observation. Since the noise for each user is independent and follows standard gaussian distribution, the aggregated noise i t i follows a gaussian distribution with variance equals to N.
Second, note that the observation of the aggregated consumption in (14) follows a gaussian distribution and the expected value of the observation is linear in the parameter i N β i and i α i β i . Since least square estimator is the Best Linear Unbiased Estimator (BLUE) [28] , we therefore adopt the least square approach to estimate i N β i and i α i β i using a linear regression model.
With the clarification of the two questions, we elaborate the formulation of the regret introduced in Section III and propose an iterative linear regression estimator in Algo. 1 to design online price strategy. In the following subsections, we first give more details on the formulation of the regret. Then we introduce the proposed online learning strategy for pricing λ t based on historical observation. We also state the performance of the online strategy and leave the detailed analysis on the order of the regret (Theorem 2) to the appendices.
A. Regret Formulation
As stated in Section II, we evaluate an online pricing strategy by regret. We letx t * i = x t * i + t i andQ * t = ix t * i denote the optimal response with noise and optimal aggregated response, respectively. Since each time t is decoupled and for simplicity reasons, we show the computation for one-step regret (gap R t ) as the following:
where
are some constant coefficients that do not evolve with time t. From (15), we observe that the regret consists of variance, bias and squared bias of λ t , respectively. This suggests that it is preferable to have a pricing strategy that achieves both small variance and bias, or can tradeoff two.
B. Online Learning Procedure
The online learning strategy for optimal prices is presented in Fig. 3 . We denote γ 1 i 1 β i and γ 2 − i α i β i . Since at each time period the users' response is linear in the price signal, we propose to estimate the unknown parameters through linear regression based on history using least squares. The parameters to estimate are: γ 1 , γ 2 . The estimation of γ 1 and γ 2 at time t are denoted byγ t 1 andγ t 2 , respectively. The online learning algorithm shown in Fig. 3 consists of several steps: first, the utility collects history observation until the current time point; then it adopts the decision from Algo. 1 (linear regression) to design the price signal and broadcast it to the end users. Finally, the users' consumption based on this price signal is reported back to the utility and the process repeats.
The core of the online algorithm is in Algo. 1, which determines the performance of the algorithm. In Algo. 1 we estimate the unknown parameters γ 1 and γ 2 by the least square method. 2 What is more, the whole procedure is done iteratively by adding more samples into the model, which means that as t gets bigger, we accumulate more samples to train the model and iterate. We thus call Algo. 1 iterative linear regression. Its details are illustrated in the next subsection.
The performance of the algorithm in Fig. 3 is evaluated by regret. Recall that Theorem 1 states there exists an algorithm that the regret R is growing logarithmically with time horizon T. We use Theorem 2 to show that the proposed algorithm in Fig. 3 achieves this rate. 2 When t = 1 and 2, since there are no enough data points to derive least square estimator from the linear regression model, we impose a prior information on the parameters and estimation is done as ridge regression. Moreover, we adopt the following asymptotic bound notations. These notations facilitate the analysis to compare the orders of quantities of interest [29] .
Definition 1: f (n) = (g(n)) means there are positive constants k 1 , k 2 , and n 0 , such that 0 ≤ k 1 g(n) ≤ f (n) ≤ k 2 g(n), ∀n ≥ n 0 .
Definition 2: f (n) = O(g(n)) means there are positive constants k, and n 0 , such that f (n) ≤ k 2 g(n), ∀n ≥ n 0 .
With these notations, we state Theorem 2 as below. Theorem 2: The algorithm presented in Fig. 3 achieves (log T)-regret.
In addition, recall that, if f (n) = (g(n)) then f (n) =  O(g(n) ), the proposed algorithm at the same time achieves a regret of O(log T) as well. Therefore, proving Theorem 2 infers Theorem 1. The detailed proof of Theorem 2 can be found at the Appendix. Here we provide a sketch of the proof to Theorem 2.
Sketch of Proof to Theorem 2: We want to show that at each time t, the gap between the offline optimal strategy and online strategy is bounded by 1 t . Then following the fact that t 1 t = log T for T time slots, the regret is log T. To show that the gap is 1 t , from (15) it suffices to show that the variance and the bias (with a multiplicative term C 1 and C 2 ) of the price estimate λ t is decaying at a rate of 1 t at each time slot t. In the detailed proof shown in the Appendix, we show that this rate indeed holds.
C. Iterative Linear Regression
As can be seen from Fig. 3 , the performance of the algorithm in Fig. 3 largely depends on the estimator of γ 1 and γ 2 obtained by the least square from Algo. 1, since they influence variance and bias of λ t which determine the regret. Algo. 1 is shown with one step iteration.
There are a few points to note. First, the estimators from Algo. 1 are consistent but not unbiased. This is because that the online prices λ t that we generate based on the estimates from Algo. 1 is correlated with past noise. These λ t 's are again fed into Algo. 1 as regressors to train the linear regression model. However, the bias is of lower orders compared to the order of the estimator and is decaying with the number of time periods, we approximate the estimators as well as their variance and expectation by assuming that they are unbiased estimators. This approximation is validated by simulation results. Second, one thing that might hinder one from using iterated linear regression in online learning algorithms is that it may happen that the observations are not exploring the linear regression model. For example λ t is the same for all t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , s}. If so, the linear regression is not efficient because the two regressors (λ t and the intercept) is the same which renders infinite variance in the estimator. This problem is addressed in [20] and [30] .
However, with the assumption that d t is randomly spread between [d min , d max ], (12) suggests that λ t will also be much different across different time t. Then we can sufficiently explore the structure of the linear regression model and that the estimation from least square is efficient. In the simulation, we show that even some of the d t 's are similar, the exploration of the linear regression model is still effective, such that the regret is still in order log T.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Parameter Set Up
In the simulation, we generate a random price at t 1 = 1 to start the online algorithm. For practical purposes, we introduce ridge regression estimators in the linear regression model [31] . The influence of λ on the estimator will decay fast as more samples are included into the model. For interested readers, the computation of ridge regression estimator can be found in [32] .
The parameters of the system are shown in Table I , where d t are the normalized demand reduction and c is a constant bounded away from zero. The iteration of Monte Carlo simulation for the responses of users is set to be 1000 and the regularization parameter in the ridge regression is set to be 0.001. In addition, there are totally 100 different users.
B. Pricing Strategy
We first validate the online pricing strategy discussed in Section IV. The comparisons between the optimal pricing and online pricing are shown in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b . As can be seen from Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b , at the first few time steps, the online algorithm is still learning the parameters given very few sample points, and the online price deviates a lot from the optimal pricing. This deviation in price also drives the aggregated response to be suboptimal. However, the estimation accuracy is greatly improved given just a few more sample points, and as we can see from Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b , the online price tracks the optimal price after less than 50 time steps, so does the aggregated response. This means that after a few time steps, the aggregated response is able to achieve the demand Fig. 4 . Comparison between optimal pricing (aggregated response) and online pricing. response requirement by the utility, even the utility does not know the user's parameters in advance.
The comparison is clearer when we explicitly compute the difference between aggregated online response and optimal response, shown in Fig. 5 . As can be seen from Fig. 5 , the aggregated response ix t i (λ t ) induced by the proposed online pricing strategy λ t is approaching the optimal response ix t i (λ * t ). The difference between the two responses is diminishing and becomes zero as time goes on.
The variance and the bias of online price λ t is shown in Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b . As we can see, at first the bias is huge because λ 1 is randomly initialized, so it is not accurate. As long as the learning procedure begins, the bias drops drastically. The variance of λ t has a much slower decay rate of 1 t , as has been discussed in Section IV. Comparing the orders, the squared bias is much smaller than the variance. Therefore the tradeoff between variance and squared bias is dominated by variance. 
C. Regret Analysis
We then analyze the regret for the online pricing strategy. The gap R t between online cost and offline cost is shown in Fig. 2 in Section II-E and the regret is shown in Fig. 7 .
From Fig. 2 , we observe that the gap decays fast with time with a rate of 1 t , which means the cost obtained from online price signals λ t approaches the true cost to the system quickly with time. The regret is the sum of the gaps during all time periods and is in order log T as shown in Fig. 7 . As can be seen from Fig. 7 , the regret is within some bounds of log t, which validates Theorem 2. What is more, from Fig. 7 , we find that the algorithm works for different sets of parameters.
D. Performance of the Algorithm Subject to Same Consecutive Requirement Over Time
As has been pointed out in [20] , an iterated linear regression may not well explore the model. This results in a larger variance in the estimatorγ 1 andγ 2 , and thus deteriorates the estimation of price, i.e., λ t , which may lead to a regret worse than O(log T).
With a more careful scrutiny, we find that this situation only happens when the regressors λ t 's are highly correlated. We have argued in Section IV that this situation is avoided with the assumption that d t 's are different across time, or there are sufficiently many d t 's that are not the same to each other.
To state this clearer, we first set up a sequence of d t 's in which 20%, 30% and 40% of them are identical. The result is shown in Fig. 8 .
From Fig. 8 , we see that the regret is still sub-linear, i.e., (log t), in time t. This suggests that even with some portion of same d t 's in the system, the proposed algorithm still works effectively.
We also test against a case where each time period is short, i.e., t represent fifteen minute-level observation. Suppose that the demand response requirement only get changed every hour, which means that d t remains the same for every four time slots. In total, 25% of all the d t 's are the same. The results are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 .
As can be seen from Fig. 9 , the response now is smoother than that shown in Fig. 4b , since the observation is more frequent. The online aggregated response is again able to achieve the optimal response, after roughly 50 time slots.
The regret is shown in Fig. 10 . It is clearly within the bounds of log T, which validates the statement that the algorithm remains effective with some amount of repetitive pattern in d t .
VI. CONCLUSION
We studied an online demand response strategy for a utility company. We developed an optimization framework for the demand response utility to minimize the system cost, including users' costs and utility's cost. We considered a realistic setting where the utility does not know the cost functions of users. The utility thus makes sequential pricing decisions to learn the cost functions of users as well as minimizing the cost at the same time. We designed an online learning algorithm referred to as iterated linear regression to assist this pricing strategy. Compared with the offline optimal solution, our online algorithm achieves a sublinear regret in the length of time period, i.e., (log T). We validated the theoretic results through numerical simulations. Further simulation results showed that the algorithm is efficient even when the consumption requirement is the same across multiple time periods. The proposed framework and the online algorithm sheds light on more complicated settings where the utility selectively calls users into the demand response, and is left as extended work to this paper.
APPENDIX
A. Preliminaries for Proving Theorems 1 and 2
Note that Theorem 2 directly implies Theorem 1 since it directly characterizes the performance of the online learning algorithm. We separate the proof of Theorem 2 into two steps, where we first show it for the case α i = 0 for every i, then for the case of general α i 's.
Before proving Theorem 2, we need to introduce a few definitions that help the proof. We use asymptotic bounds to analyze the interactions between quantities in the following analysis, since many random quantities are involved and an exact inference may not be possible. The asymptotic bound notation that we use in this paper is (·) and O(·) as defined in Section III. These bounds quantify the orders of the terms involved in computation and ignore constant factors, which simplify computation.
In addition, we derive some useful operations for these notations.
Remark 1: If for some positive functions f 1 (n), g 1 (n), f 2 (n), g 2 (n), f 1 (n) = (g 1 (n)) and f 2 (n) = (g 2 (n)) with same n 0 , then f 1 (n) f 2 (n) = ( g 1 (n) g 2 (n) ). In addition, f 1 (n) 2 = (g ( n) 2 ) and f 1 (n)f 2 (n) = (g 1 (n)g 2 (n)).
Using the asymptotic bound notation we greatly simplify the comparison between different quantities in each of the equations presented earlier. For example, we can writeγ t 1 as a result from least square estimation in the linear regression model presented in (16) , where α i = 0:γ t
Its variance is expressed as:
If we know the order of λ t in terms of (·), etc., then the order of the estimator and its variance can be obtained, which helps to determine the order of the regret R.
Remark 2: We assume that d t is bounded away from zero. What is more, assume that α i and β i are also bounded away from zero and take some finite values. Along with (11), (13) and assume that the revenue α is bounded below from zero, we obtain that Y * = (N), which leads to the fact that λ t = ( 1 N ) with high probability.
B. Proof of Theorem 2 With α i = 0
With Remark 2, we obtain the least square estimator for γ 1 at time t as the following:
where (a) follows from the fact that since i 1 β i = (N) then from (12) we know that λ s = ( Y N 2 ). Equality (b) follows from Remark 1 and (c) is the direct result from further simplification using notation. Finally (d) comes from the fact that Y * = (N).
Using the same simplification from asymptotic bounds and based on the result in (17) , we can rewrite the gap R t in (7) as
where (a) follows according to the result in (12), (b) follows from the second order approximation of the expectation of an inverse random variable [33] . Then using Remark 2 and Remark 1, we arrive at equality (c) and (d).
Given that Y * = (N) and
Since 1
. This indicates that the gap R t forms a harmonic series with respect to time, which means that the cumulative regret R = t R t is (log T). This also implies that R = O(log T).
C. Proof of Theorem 2 With α i = 0
First write the linear regression model in (16) in a more compact form as:
where Z t ix t
The white noise in the model is i t i ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) and σ 2 = N. The estimator at time t is obtained from least squares in the following form:
where X = Nλ t 1 , λ t = [λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ t ] is a column vector and 1 is an all one column vector, Z = [Z 1 , Z 2 , . . . , Z t ] . We calculate 
where equality (a) follows from the matrix inversion and that σ 2 = N.
Since we argue that λ t 's are not the same across different t (given that d t 's are not the same across time), we obtain that t s (Nλ s ) 2 − ( s Nλ s ) 2 is bounded below from 0, which validates the least squares estimator from linear regression. What is more, since each λ t = ( 1 N ) according to (11) and (12), we know that t s (Nλ s ) 2 − ( s Nλ s ) 2 = ( 1 t 2 ). Plug this result back in (22) , we obtain that the estimators at any time t Algorithm 2 Online Learning Algorithm 1: Initialization: index of iteration t = 1, and initial value for the reward signal λ 0 . 2: repeat 3: In time slot t, the operator updates the estimation of parameterγ t 1 andγ t 2 using linear regression in Algorithm 1, and updates the reward signal λ t = Y * d t +γ t 2 Nγ t 1 + N and broadcasts to users. 4: User i responds to the reward signal and reveals its demand reduction aŝ
5: t = t + 1; 6: until t = T. 7: end have the following asymptotic bounds on their variances and covariance:
Therefore, the bias of λ t is calculated as:
where equality (a) comes from second order approximation of the expectation of a ratio between two random variables as in [33] and equality (b) follows from Remark 2 and Remark 1.
Using the same analysis as when α i = 0, and based on (23) and (24), we obtain the gap R t as:
which means that the cumulative regret R = t R t is again (log T).
D. Online Learning Algorithm
In Section IV, the online algorithm is shown as a flow chart in Fig. 3 . For interested readers, we present the online procedure in its algorithmic form as in Algo. 2. In Algo. 2, the iterated linear regression (Algorithm 1) is repeated at each time instance until the end of the demand response program.
